A pinch of earth is an outpost building. Designed to look like a giant hand has pinched a section of the land, lifted and twisted it up into a shelter and expedition base. Like the old mountain shelter for climbers and explorers. Its sculptural cozy form set in perfect balance with its surroundings will inspire creativity. The feeling of being surrounded by and immersed in the natural environment. After a long hike out into the wilder parts of the Ranch it will be a very welcoming place to arrive and become the base of operations for any projects.

A pinch of earth is designed to be self-sufficient. Being able to be built in the more remote areas of Fly Ranch. The building is set on a special magnetic track foundation that allows the whole structure to rotate. The structure will have systems to collect and store water, generate electricity deal with waste. The space within the structure will be decided up into a large one lounge kitchen with large glass windows funneling the natural world into the space whilst maintaining a feeling of safe protection. There is a separate bathroom and two further rooms for sleeping. Part of the main room will be a data hub for each expedition to store any information and access information from all the previous expeditions. Creating a sharing of knowledge and ideas to further spark the imagination and possibilities of each expedition.